Topos and Reality
Celtic and Germanic Women’s Clothing as mirrored in Roman Art
Topos

Most Roman representations of Celtic or Germanic women follow
a topic code. They are either an allegoric representation of
Germania (cf. a stone from Mainz to the right).

Allegory of “Germania”

Or they follow a pictorial code for conquered tribes, represented
by their raped half-naked women in deranged clothes and open
hair (cf. Mourning Germania and pictures on the Column of
Theodosius to the right)

In how far depictions of real clothes are represented is uncertain and cannot be verified.

Garments and Terminology
Before starting to look at pictorial representations of Celtic and Germanic women’s clothing from
the borders of the Roman Empire, I will try to define the different elements of clothing and to
develop a kind of terminology.
Beside the different types of headgear – presumably of married women – which will be dealt later,
you can identify the following garments:
 The CHAMISIA, the long-sleeved Celtic-Germanic shirt with characteristic cuffs, which is also
part of men’s clothing. Its length as a female garment cannot be defined as it is always
covered by other clothes; probably it reached to the knees. By the way, it is the only
“Nordic” garment, as the other elements of female clothing can also be found in Roman and
Greek context. So I will use the Greek and Latin terms.
 The narrow CHITON, a dress consisting of two rectangular pieces of cloth sewed together,
leaving openings for head and arms. Different forms of its appearance can be achieved by
girding and gathering the cloth.
 The wide CHITON, a voluminous cylindrical garment that is held together on arms and
shoulders by fibulae or is sewed together accordingly. It develops false wide sleeves by
being girded accordingly.
 The PEPLOS, a tube-like garment that is held together on the shoulders by fibulae – with or
without turnover. It is gathered by a belt and puffed in different ways.
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The CHLAMYS, a mantle or cloak of semi-circular form. It is closed by various forms of
fibulae, and is worn as an outer garment.
Beside it there can be found different rectangular cloaks that could perhaps be called by the
Latin term PALLA.

CHAMISIA

narrow CHITON

wide CHITON

PALLA
CHLAMYS
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One detail of women’s clothing deserves special attention: The different forms of puffing.
In contrast to Greek and Roman puffing of CHITON and PEPLOS with visible girding at the waist, the
puff of Celtic and Germanic garments is much lower, at about the height of the calves. This effect
is achieved by using a garment of about double length of the body. It is then girded twice, with an
inner and an outer belt. This can be seen with the CHITON or with the PEPLOS. Here are some
drawings of the costume of Ubian women to illustrate this:

Putting on the Ubian CHITON

Let us now turn to the different regional costumes. The map at the end shows where Celtic and
Germanic costumes can be found at the borders of the Roman Empire.
Fortunately women were much more conservative than men and stuck to their traditional costumes
for almost two centuries after the beginning of Romanisation.

Costume of Nehalennia (1) 1
We start in the north on the island of Walcheren in the Netherlands. There the tribal Germanic
costume is represented in the clothing worn by the local goddess of Nehalennia. It consists of a
CHAMISIA, a wide CHITON with low puff, a CHLAMIS held together by a brooch on the chest and a
typical bonnet. Sometimes a shoulder cape is added, which probably was of leather or fur, judging
from the typical cut-outs on the lower edge. The bonnet has got two bulges around the head, which
probably cover the plaits, and a knot at the back of the head.
It is interesting that a similar fur cape was found in a bog near Osterby in northern Germany. So it
is possible that a similar costume was worn by women of the North sea Germans.

1

The numbers refer to the regions in the map at the end of this paper.
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costume of Nehalennia

Costume of Ubian women (2)
The next Germanic costume is to be found in the region of the Ubii further up the Rhine river
(around Cologne). Originally this tribe who were friendly inclined towards the Romans, settled on
the right bank of the Rhine on both sides of the river Lahn. After 38 AD they were transferred by
MARCUS VIPSANIUS AGRIPPA to the former area of settlement of the Eburones who had been
extinguished by C. Julius Caesar (53-51).
The costume consists of a CHAMISIA worn under a wide CHITON with low puff, a CHLAMYS with a
large brooch on the chest and a voluminous bonnet which probably hid the plaits slung around the
head. On some steles you can recognize a broad belt, presumably of textile, that holds together
the CHLAMYS and which seems to be knotted at the back.
This costume is worn both by the local goddesses of the MATRONAE (mothers) and by profane
women on divers monuments. Among the trinity of the MATRONAE there is one obviously younger
one (often depicted as smaller) with uncovered hair falling to her shoulders. She might represent
the hairstyle of unmarried young women.

Ubian costume

As this costume has got many similarities with the costume of Nehalennia from the coast, we might
presume that similar costumes were worn in the whole region between Cologne and the North
Sea. Differences seem to have been in the form of the bonnets, at least this is prompted by a
bronze head that was found in a gravel quarry on the lower Rhine near Xanten.

The woman seems to wear a tight fitting hair-net with decorative ribbons over her plaits slung around the head.

Costume of Menimane (3)
Still further up the Rhine, in the settling region of the Celtic TREVERI and MEDIOMATRICI we find
another becoming female costume. It got its name from the stele of ship owner BLUSSUS and his
wife MENIMANE from Mainz.
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Her costume consists of an open CHAMISIA closed with fibulae at the front, of a PEPLOS fastened
with a set of fibulae on the shoulders, and a rectangular PALLA. Her plaited hair is again covered by
a hairnet. Only young unmarried woman did not wear this, as a stele suggests. Typical for the
costume is the rich use of fibulae which is only partly functional, and the use of necklaces and
earrings.

Costume of Menimane

A map of finds of this ensemble of fibulae shows that some even found their way to Britain –
probably with wives of soldiers of Legio XX.

Costumes from Noricum (4) and Pannonia (5)
The next ”barbaric“ female costumes can be found in the Roman provinces of Noricum and
Pannonia further to the east. It is to be noted that in this rather large area the basic costume is
relatively similar, with local differentiation in headgear and jewellery.
The basic costume consists of CHAMISIA and a PEPLOs, fastened at the shoulders with
characteristic wing-fibulae, whose decorative ends stand up into the air. In addition a PALLA is
worn, especially by married women, and – differing from region to region – typical types of
headgear.
Judging from steles that depict a full figure, the PEPLOS was worn with the typical low puff. It can
best be studied in the depictions of girls.

Norican servant girl

Regional element of the costume is a decorative belt with metal applications, as can be seen in the
above picture of a servant girl. A reconstruction is easily possible because of the finds of its metal
parts. Another type of girding were string belts.
Now let us turn towards headdresses.
 The Norican bonnet consists of a triangular or of a four cornered cloth folded into a
triangular headscarf, which is rolled up at the long side and is then wound around the head,
the ends knotted at the back of the head and then tucked under in front (according to
Garbsch).
The first variant of this bonnet has got a very broad fold surrounding the head horizontally.
Mostly the ends are pulled down above the ears, so that the hair is protruding. The cloth
covering the hair is flat or slightly vaulted. The jewellery consists of a necklace with a
lunula, often with an additional broad necklace, and of bracelets and often of a pair of
fibulae and a large brooch.
The distribution area is concentrated around Virunum, with single specimen towards Celeia,
Poetovio, and Flavia Solva in one direction, and towards Iuvavum, Ovilava, and Lentia in
the other.
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Norican bonnet 1

The second form of Norican bonnet has got a narrower bulge, which stretches in a slightly
curved line from the front to the ears. The ends are usually not visible above the front, but
end near the ears below the bulge that lets the hair protrude clearly.
Again the jewellery consists of necklace with lunula, and an additional necklace. Bracelets,
brooch and breast fibulae are seldom to be found. Two fibulae were worn at the shoulders.
This form of bonnet is limited to the region of Flavia Solva, single specimen can be found
towards Virunum, Celeia, and Poetovio.

Norican bonnet 2



The modius cap was probably made of some stiff material like leather, fur or felt. It is
concentrated in Virunum, especially in the Norican central area of “Zollfeld”.

Modius cap



The fur hat is to be found in north-western Pannonia (“Leithawinkel” between Danube and
Lake of Neusiedel). The names on the steles are Celtic, without exception. This indicates
that this headdress war probably part of the costumes of women of the Boii, a Celtic tribe.
Integral part of this costume was the belt with dangling ends with metal applications.

Fur hat



The north-west Pannonian veiled bonnet also comes from the “Leithawinkel“ region. It is
a bonnet or turban with a short veil laid onto it, whose ends show beside the head ending
just above the shoulders. It is accompanied by a pair of wing-fibulae, as well as necklaces
and bracelets and the belt with dangling ends. The depictions of girls are not quite definite
whether it is only a veil or a scarf whose ends protrude on both sides above the shoulders,
or if a cap or a sort of turban was worn under the veil, that means some sort of northwestern Pannonian veiled bonnet. Jewellery normally worn consisted of a necklace.
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Pannonian girl
Pannonian veiled bonnet



The north-eastern Pannonian veiled bonnet is similar to the Norican bonnet, but is
always worn with a veil. The bulge is very wide, so it sometimes called a “balloon bonnet“.
The rest of the costume of women with this bonnet is always the same: We can see the
winged-fibulae, a thick torques hanging down to the breast, and double bracelets.
Sometimes rings are slung into the fibulae, and necklaces with pendants are to be found.
Sometimes we find a broad belt. The names on the steles are Celtic or Illyrian.

North-eastern Pannonian veiled bonnet



Northern Pannonia

The north-eastern Pannonian turban with veil is to be found beside the veiled bonnet. It
is however lower than the proper veiled bonnet. With a few exceptions these women are
wearing winged-fibulae. In Intercisa sometimes a booch is worn beside the shoulder
fibulae, more often broad necklaces with one or more pendants and torques, almost always
bracelets. Sometimes a narrowing dress is worn and an apron, or, beside a string belt, the
broad belt, even with dangling end. The names are mostly local, among them Azalian ones.

north-eastern Pannonian turban with veil



The Pannonian turban was also worn without veil. This simple headgear seems to have
been “en vogue“ for a long time in many places. Accompanying it we find different
accessories, sometimes winged-fibulae, sometimes disc fibulae, or other types of fibulae,
and once in a while a chain with pendants, a torques, or bracelets.
Jochen Garbsch gives an outline of the Norican and Pannonian costume centres in his book. You
can also find a map there.
He also sees a possible influence of eastern costumes (Palmyra) in the increase of jewellery worn
in this region. Some of the fibulae found beyond the Roman border may have been due to export
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into Germania Libra. A concentration of finds north of “Leitawinkel” is plausibly explained by the
fact that this was the original settlement region of the Boii, and the people living there under
Markomannic rule will probably stayed in contact with their emigrated cousins across the Danube.

Costumes from Dacia (6)

Dacian woman

A grave monument of a Dacian couple shows the wife in a plain CHITON girded with a broad belt
with long dangling ends. Below her CHITON she seems to wear a CHAMISIA. A cloak and a simple
scarf-like bonnet complete her costume. Dacian women on Traian’s Column wear similar
costumes, but their dresses and bonnets are depicted as not so simple. So the column might
represent the costume of Dacian women realistically.

Dacian women from Trajan’s Column

Resumé
Looking at the various Germanic and Celtic costumes in the north-west of the Roman Empire,
reveals that the garments worn were not so primitive as most Roman Imperial monuments
suggest. If you take into account the various finds of textiles, the picture gets even richer, as the
“barbarians” used multi-coloured cloths with tartan-style and chequered patterns, the colours
ranging from natural wool hues to yellow (e.g. achieved with dyer’s broom), red (madder), and blue
(woad).
If you want to see an ethnic difference between Germanic and Celtic women in their costumes, you
could surmise that the wide CHITON was typical of the costume worn by Germanic women while
their Celtic sisters preferred to wear the PEPLOS with fibulae.
As regards the use of brooches and elaborate fibulae the Celtic women seem to have equalled
their men’s notorious love of dressing up.
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